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Abstract. The paper discusses the main factors of inflation in Azerbaijan 

economy. It is shown that, the consumer prices mainly take effect from the 

fiscal expences and the main factor of exchange rate depreciation appears 

from dominance of oil and gas sector dollars in the fiscal system and 

domestic foreign exchange market. The analyses show that, supply shocks, 

also monetary policy do not have important effects to inflation issues. 

Because of high trade openness, especially from the import side in the 

country, exchange rate depreciation has significant impacts on consumer 

price index.  
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Xülasə. Məqalədə Azərbaycan iqtisadiyyatındakı 

inflyasiyanın əsas amillərindən bəhs olunur. 

Göstərilir ki, istehlak qiymətləri əsasən maliyyə 

xərclərindən təsirlənir və məzənnə ucuzlaşmasının 

əsas amili maliyyə sistemində və daxili valyuta 

bazarında neft və qaz sektoru dollarlarının 

üstünlük təşkil etməsidir. Təhlillər göstərir ki, 

təklif şokları, həmçinin pul siyasəti inflyasiya 

məsələlərinə mühüm təsir göstərmir. Ticarət 

açıqlığı yüksək olduğu üçün, xüsusilə ölkədəki 

idxal səbəbindən, məzənnə ucuzlaşması istehlak 

qiymətləri indeksinə əhəmiyyətli təsir göstərir. 

Açar sözlər: istehlak qiymətləri indeksi, 

inflyasiya, fiskal siyasət, dövlət xərcləri, pul 

siyasəti, məzənnə. 
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Резюме. В статье рассматриваются основные 

факторы инфляции в экономике Азербайджана. 

Показано, что на потребительские цены в ос-

новном влияют фискальные расходы, а основ-

ным фактором снижения обменного курса 

являяется доминирование долларов нефтегазо-

вого сектора в фискальной системе и внут-

реннем валютном рынке. Анализ показывает, 

что шоки предложения, а также денежно-кре-

дитная политика не имеют серьезных пос-

ледствий для проблем инфляции. Из-за вы-

сокой открытости торговли, особенно со сто-

роны импорта в стране, снижение обменного 

курса оказывает значительное влияние на 

индекс потребительских цен. 

Ключевые cлова: индекс потребительских 

цен, инфляция, фискальная политика, государ-

ственные расходы, денежная политика, обмен-

ный курс. 

 

1. Introduction 

Theoretically, inflation may cause many negative impacts on economic system of a 

country and the society itself. High inflation rate increases the cost of living of population, 

that negatively affects to the living standards. 
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Not depending on the development level, in all countries price stability became one of 

the serious issues of social-economic system.Different kinds of analyses state thatinflation in 

Azerbaijan economy caused by various factors throughout the past few years. In general, the 

first group of factors caused domestically, and other group caused by external reasons. 

From the different countries economic researchers spend many time for studying the 

links between inflation and other leading macroindicators. Domestic economic factors of 

consumer price indexinclude monetary and non-monetary reasons. Actually, money supply is 

one of the main monetary factors. From this point of view, there is positive relationship 

between money supply and inflation rate. The Central Bank implements the suitable monetary 

policy to control the price stability. 

From the theoretical side, Keynesian theories state that, government needs to spend for 

achieving stimulated aggregate demand or investment, increase in productivity level and 

stability in the national economy. 

High share of oil&gas sector in Azerbaijan economy and therefor big use of oil 

reserve dollars in the fiscal sector the fiscal spending is one of the main macroeconomic 

indicators that has significant impact to consumer prices. 

Crude oil export is the major factor of economic growth in Azerbaijan. At the same 

time, crude oil export is the main base for State Oil Fund savings. Inflation in Azerbaijan 

affected mainly from monetary expansion that is result of oil boom and high using of foreign 

exchange reserves for the fiscal and financial stabilityneeds. Thus, overall inflation takes 

effect from expansionary fiscal spending. Government expenditure policy are changing 

according to various factors such as macroeconomic framework; implementation of strategic 

social-economic programs and etc. 

This article intends to capture mainaspects, of which the fiscal policy as key source of 

inflationary pressure in Azerbaijan. 

 

2. Literature review 

 

Inflation response to fiscal policy in various studies 

 

INCREASING EFFECT 

Ben Zeev, N., and E. Pappa, 2017 

Caldara, D., and C. Kamps, 2008 

Edelberg, W., Eichenbaum, M., and J. Fisher, 1999 

DECREASING EFFECT 

Mountford, A., and H. Uhlig, 2009 

Canzoneri, M., R. Cumby, B. Diba, 2002 

Fatas, A., and I. Mihov, 2001b 
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MIXED EFFECT 

Canova, F., and E. Pappa, 2007 

Perotti, R., 2004 

INSIGNIFICANT EFFECT 

Fatas, A., and I. Mihov, 2001a 

 

Antonio Afonso and Ricardo M. Sousa (2009): Budgetary-taxation policy has received 

less attention and the role of fiscal policy in the economic stabilization have been depreciated 

despite the wide literature about the monetary policy impulse on economic activity. 

Barro and Gordon (1983), Alseina and Tabelleini (1987): Inflation process is a 

document, which proves that the government failed to fulfill its economic obligations. Thus, 

usually government institutes use inflation to benefit from the price spike. Depending on the 

situation of the sudden inflation fiscal sector can temporarily gain profit. In the absence of 

financial commitments inflation becomes an interesting instrument for macroeconomics. 

Mohsen Mehrara, Mohsen Behzadi Soufiani and Sadeq Rezaei (2016): Price stability 

is a social evil, it is true that increase in inflation ratereduces the costs of the public sector, 

since certain groups in society cannot defend from this social problem. In recent years, the 

awareness of citizens has increased in this respect [6]. 

Friedman (1981): Inflation takes effect from fiscal sector when fiscal expenditure 

provided by increase of taxes or domestic selling government securities (obligations, bonds, 

other kind of debt instruments) to the public sector. Both financing methods would replace 

government spending rather than private sector spending. The effect of such financing 

areinterest rate increase, incentives for private sector investmentand saving reduce. 

Fatas and Mihov (2001), Canzoneri (2002), Edelberg et al. (1999): Inflation 

significantly declining in response to a fiscal expansion. In, the gross domestic product 

deflator increases, while the consumer price index first increases and then declines. Based on 

a various analysis, can be explained the relationship between consumer prices and money 

supply; current fiscal spending; budget deficit [2, 3]. 

M. Mehrara, M. Behzadi Soufiani, S. Rezaei (2016) and Piontkivsky (2001): 

According to the positive relationship between the general level of prices and liquidity, 

increasing of money supply leads to inflation increase. Inflation led to a decrease in the real 

value of fiscal spending in the next period. At the same time, this decrease forces the 

government to compensate for its cost value, by increasing nominal expenditure the next 

period. However, expantion ofgevernment expenditure will increase the budget deficit and 

repeat the above process [6, 8]. 
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3. Empirical Moments 

 

Macroeconomic impactsof fiscal policy in USA, U.K. Germany, Italy 

 

FISCAL SPENDING EFFECTS: 

on gross domestic product a small effect 

on private consumption do not impact significantly 

on private investment negative effect 

on housing prices varied effect 

stock prices quick fall 

on the price level and the average cost of 

refinancing the debt 
do not impact significantly 

on the growth rate of monetary aggregates a small and positive effect 

real effective exchange rate depreciation 

on national productivity positive and persistent impact 

 

 

FISCAL REVENUE EFFECTS: 

on gross domestic product positive (although) lagged) effects 

on private investment positive (although) lagged) effects 

on housing prices positive effect 

on stock prices positive effect 

on inflation do not impact 

real effective exchange rate appreciation 

 

Mohsen Mehrara, Mohsen Behzadi Soufiani, Sadeq Rezaei (2016) states that, to 

control the level of consumer price indexhas adopted an inflation targeting monetary policy 

framework in recent years in Iran the Central Bank. Additionally, government owns oil and 

gas revenues that sells these to central bank to cover state budget expenditures. So, the 

targeting monetary policy is in trouble, even the government does not borrow from central 

bank [6]. 

It may be stated another important outcome about this country. The role of other 

different explanatory variables, of whichgovernment spending on inflationdepends on 

monetary condition: contractionary or expansionary monetary policy regime. 
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Inflation effects of fiscal spending in different monetary policy regimes 

 

IN THE CONTRADICTIONARY REGIME 

- Government spending growth was not 

inflationary; even it had negative impact on prices.  

- Fiscal spending possibly financed by taxation or 

non-inflationary oil revenues has contributed more 

to economic growth. 

- The first and second lags of inflation as proxies of 

inflation expectations had more effect on inflation. 

From this point of view, expectations has 

significant effect on inflation in low liquidity 

growth regimes. 

IN THE EXPANSIONARY REGIME 

- Government spending was inflationary. 

- Big amount of increased money transferred to 

inflation and lesser transferred to economic 

growth. 

IN BOTH REGIMES 

- National production increases the consumer 

prices, which can represent shocks or pressures of 

demand side effects. Comparatively to the second 

regime, these shocks and had lower pressures in 

the first regime. 

- The dominant factor for inflation in shot-run is 

liquidity. 

 

4. Consumer prices in Azerbaijan 

The research esstate that, its own innovations explained the largest part of consumer 

price variance. Contribution of lagged inflation is more than 60% in the first stage. The 

contribution of CPI itself gradually decreases later. Additionally, the result defines that, there 

isstrong importance of inflation in the trade partners. Inflation in the trade partners explains 

more than 30% of domestic inflation. 

Main part of money supply comes from fiscal expansion in Azerbaijan economy. In 

this regard, the indicator of M2 taken as the successful proxy for expansion of government 

expenditures. Here important to point that, several empirical results confirm this approach. 

Carried out variance decomposition analysis show that: 

 the contribution of money supplyis about 15-20%; 

 NEER accounts about 12-13%; 

 credit variable and real non-oil growth domestic product are less important factors. 

Thatare approximately about 3-4%. 

Following elementsshow significant impact on inflation: exchange rate shocks; fiscal 

shock; domestic inflation; foreign inflation. 

Thus: 

- The inflation shock itself, was a main cause of higher inflation; 

- Inflation in trade partners has positive contribution; 
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- Government spending shocks showsignificantly positive impact on prices; 

- Exchange rate management particularly may be main contributor to lower inflationary 

environment in Azerbaijan economy. Fiscal policy and foreign inflation also depressed 

inflation to some extent. 

 

Conclusion 

a. Impact of fiscal policy to domestic consumer pricesis significant in Azerbaijan 

economy. Exchange rate, also inflation in close trade partner countries are the 

important elements in inflation factor analyses.The fiscal expenditures effects to 

inflation is relatively slower. Respond of inflation to fiscal shocks takes half-year time 

in the country.  

b. Foreign inflation; real sector and household’s expectations;monetary policy (credit 

variable) have quick effect on domestic headline inflation.These factors from the 

different sides contains the slightly indirect effects of fiscal policy to inflation heating. 

c. Forecast horizon risk factors are still linked to the external sector. Lower global oil 

prices may potentially threaten macroeconomic stability through external sector 

impacts.  

d. Exchange rate depreciation has strong inflationary effect on domestic consumer prices. 

e. The inflation response to supply shock is slightly positive. 

f. Effective monetary policy and sustaining macroeconomic stability formulation 

depends on the synthesis of the monetary and fiscal policies within an optimal 

macroeconomic frame. 
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